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Title: Reviving the Iran deal: On Biden attempt to revive JCPOA 
 
The article at hand takes into account the US-Iran Nuclear deal as the author talks about the need for both sides to 
wrap up this deal as soon as possible. With both Iran and the US remaining stubborn to their demands, it seems as if 
the situation has reached an impasse.  
 
Even the EU’s attempts to revive the deal bore no fruit and the author believes the time is running out for both sides 
to strike a deal. This is so because presidential elections are on the horizon and there is no assurance that a 
considerate person like the current President Hassan Rouhani will be elected this time. 
 
The bitter days of Trump's reign have damaged the trust between these two nations and have made Biden’s job 
more difficult. Iran has, time and again, supported the US in its bid to defeat the Taliban. But the US’ repeated change 
of stance has defeated the purpose.  
 
Iran is also going through a rough patch owing to the after-effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. Hence, Iran wants 
some relief from economic sanctions imposed by the US as well. A deal is a win-win scenario for both parties and 
diplomacy is the way to move forward. 
 
 
 

Words to look out for 
 

Scuttle: 
 Synonyms: dash, breeze, rip
 Antonyms: dally, drag, crawl
 Word usage:  The bike scuttled along the highway.   

  
Repudiate:  

 Synonyms: reject, disclaim, renounce 
 Antonyms:  accept, receive, admit  
 Word usage: The action plan was repudiated by the manager because it was not trendy enough. 


Compliant: 

 Synonyms: obedient, submissive, dutiful 
 Antonyms: defiant, insurgent, rebellious   
 Word usage: The team was more than happy to get a compliant employee.  

 
Article Link: https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/reviving-the-iran-deal-on-biden-attempt-to-revive-
jcpoa/article33974350.ece  
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